The activities you experienced, in brief, are tried and true. They, honestly, have never failed our Nicasa
Prevention Team. We’ll give you the instructions, how we use them, and why.
Thanks for spending time with us. Please, stop by our display table.

Can You Believe We Get To Do This?
How Did You Get Your Name?
Any number of participants—Groups of 6-10
Length: 10 minutes
Materials:
Nothing
This is a very brief, but very valuable exercise. Your names is you; your identity and how you got your
name is your first, very special story. This works best in small groups as your students (or anybody!)
needs to pay attention. Larger groups may take too long and the power of this activity may be lost.
Have each student take a moment to share how they got their name with their group.

And Now It’s Time for M&Ms!
Any number of participants—Groups of 6-10
Length: 10 minutes
Materials:
Bag of M&Ms
Questions on color coded sheets
We all love M&Ms; so let’s put that positivity to work. This gives a group leader a chance to direct
restraint.
Instructions: Pass out a handful of M&Ms to each group. Instruct each member to select ONE M&M.
Students should only take one until told otherwise! Once everyone has selected an M&M, instruct
groups to open envelope with questions and take turns answering the questions that matches the
color of their M&M. The question possibilities are endless—What are qualities you admire in
someone? If you could have dinner with a famous person, who would it be and why? Once everyone
has answered a question, go ahead and enjoy the rest of the M&Ms!

The One Word Challenge
Any number of participants—Groups of 6-10
Length: 5-7 minutes
Materials:
Nothing
Challenge your students by asking them to use one word to describe selected concepts. Observe your
students, listen to their responses, but do not respond. This versatile activity is quick and can be used
again and again. Just switch up your topic and enjoy. You may also use it as a way to get feedback
after an activity or lesson. Or have students describe themselves using one word—for an insight
oriented activity

What’s Awesome?
All students
Length: 10-15 minutes
Materials:
Nothing
Just ask students, “What’s awesome?” Everything is awesome! If you need to have kids line up—this
is a great place for this activity! Just as the questions and see where it goes.
Remember—Unless the answer is really inappropriate to your program standards or is about
violence—What’s Awesome…is awesome!

Leadership Squares
10-15 participants
Length: 30-45 minutes
Materials:
Colored masking tape to make squares
This is a group collaboration, not competition activity. Here are the rules of the game.
Preparation:
1. Tape a grid to the floor; this becomes your game board that your students stand upon.
Consider 12” x 12” squares—big enough to stand on.
2. The games begins on the lower horizontal squares of the grid and ends somewhere on the top
of the horizontal squares of the grid.
3. Prepare a multistep key to move from the lower squares to the upper squares. Here is what it
might look like:
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Play:
1. Students take turns trying to move to the other side.
2. Students will be told to randomly pick a square in the first row where they believe the game
begins. An “incorrect” means—next player’s turn. A “correct” answer means you keep going
and guess the next square.
3. Don’t relax though, because every player must play out the full number of steps from the
beginning.
4. Encourage team members to help each other remember the correct path to a successful
completion.
Process:
--Who emerged as a leader?
--Who had the most enthusiasm?
--As the leader (you), what did you like that you saw?
--Who took a risk?
--Who had a good member?

Legos
25-30 participants
Length: 30-60 minutes
Materials:
A large box of Legos
What a therapeutic tool! Any “Build a structure that describes…” will work. Here are some ideas that
have worked for us:
…your family
…your best quality
…a change you’d like to make
…our after school program and what you have accomplished.
Make sure you put the Legos away at the end of the activity or they will keep building and distract
you from your next activities.

Box O’ Crap
Any number of participants—Groups of 6-10
Length: 10 minutes
Materials:
A box filled with random items
Therapeutic Tool Extraordinaire: This object relations activity is about insight and creativity. Collect
objects galore—no objects of violence (toy guns or knives). Here are same objects in our box:
Wet nap
Old battery
String
Marble
Ball
Key Chain
McDonald’s Toy
Flashlight
Pinecone
Jelly Bracelet
Any “Pick an object that describes…” will work. Try these:
…someone you admire
…your best memory
…something that makes you laugh
…the best movie you ever saw

Uno
Any number of participants—Groups of 4-6
Length: 20-60 minutes
Materials:
Deck of Uno cards for each group
It’s not just another card game. Here are those important cards and questions that can drive
discussion.
Wild—When was a time you regret being out of control?
Draw 4—When is a time you really felt “dumped on”?
Draw 2—When was a time you weren’t so kind to others?
Reverse—When was a time your life got jammed in reverse?
Skip—When was a time you felt skipped?
Make sure you play a few hands of UNO when you are finished with the activity!

The Feedback Whip!
Any number of participants
Length: 10-20 minutes
Materials:
Positive comments
No ifs ands or buts!—Just great feedback. Love it!
As a program leader, you should pay attention to all the good things you see. Catch your students
being good! Close your program with solid feedback—keep it positive.
Here are some samples:
--You came even when you had a bad day—what courage you show!
--You were respectful the entire day
--Great work on that project today!
--I love your energy
Remember: NO ifs ands or buts!
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